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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
It was the purpose of this study to te~ch the manu-
script style of handwriting to sixty-five selected college 
students who had been using the cursive style of hand-
writing exclusively since grade two. After fifteen weeks 
of practice and a very limited period ot instruction, the 
manuscript and cursive handwriting of these students was 
compared on the basis ot speed and quality. 
Handwriting, although it is subject to change and to 
experimentation, is a part ot our everyday living that 
1s not dispensable. In a sense, 1t is a language as im-
portant to us as the one we learn to speak. It is ne-
cessary, therefore, that individuals learn to write clearly, 
concisely, and effectively. Attractive distinctive band-
writing is a personal asset; it might be considered 11 you•• 
on paper. Good hand.wri ting is not restricted to any 
special group of people, or to either sex. It is dis-
tributed throughout the population. The importance of 
handwriting in the businessworld is a matter of record.1 
--------------------1 i~The Hand\llll"'i tten word'1 , a 16mm Educational Film 
sponsored by the ~aper and tablet manufacturers associa-
tion, Inc. 527 Fifth Ave., New York, 17, New York. 
Business and profession.al people are interested in the manu-
script style of handwriting. Banks will accept signatures 
in manuscript writing if' they show strokes of' an individua-
listic nature. Many business houses and large department 
stores require their employees to write addresses and sales 
slips in the manuscript form. Librarians use it when 
making file cards. Nurses need it in making charts.. Engi-
neers and architects are required to use it in drafting .. 
Whenever we see an advertisement or a caution sign along· 
the road, it is in the manuscript form of writing because 
it is more easily read. 
The results of' this study will be analyzed to determine: 
1. Whether adults can learn the manuscript style of 
handwriting quickly and easily. 
2. Whether the manuscript style of handwriting is 
more legible than the cursive style. 
CHAPTER II 
s~n~RY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
The study presented is an attempt to teach the 
manuscript style of handwriting to sixty-five selected 
collge students who had been using the cursive style of 
handwriting exclusively since grade two. The rates of 
speed, as well as the quality of handwriting of both the 
manuscript and cursive styles of handwriting will be 
compared and analyzed to determine their significance in 
favor of one form or the other. 
There are many schools of thought that are concerned 
with the advantages and disadvantages of the two styles 
of handwriting. It seems however, that many advantages 
have been claimed for the manuscript style, but further 
research is necessary before it can be concluded that 
the manuscript style has advantages that outweigh those 
of the cursive style. 
This chapter consists of research on the following 
aspects of manuscript handwriting: Speed, Legibility, 
and Ease of Learning. 
Conflicting evidence comes from the research that 
has been done on the relative speed of cursive and manu-
script handwriting. Research seems to indicate that the 
manuscript style of handwriting is slower than the cursive 
style. 
One Educational bulletin states1 ~The transition to 
the cursive style· of handwriting is good because, if the 
student goes to college, he will have to take notes rapidly, 
true---but after he leaves school, he will have no need for 
speed---he will have to write clearly and legibly what he 
A s early as 1910, authorities indicated that over-
emphasis on speed in handwriting was mere fallacy, and 
that the values attached to high speed qualities of hand-
writing were largely ticticious. They were of the opinion 
that employers who desire a high rate of speed employ 
typists. Furthermore, they conclude that persons who are 
in need of great speed in handwriting for commercial pur-
poses find it practicable to learn to write shorthand. 
------------- ------1 Parlte, Marge.ret B., Bristoe, William H., Nifenecker, 
Eugene A., and Clavson, Andrew G. 11 Jr., ~!ill~.! ~ 
Problems in Handwriti~. Educational Research Bulletin of 
t:n;-aureau-or-Reference, Research and Statistics. Board ot 
Education of the City of New York, Sept. 1947, Number 9. 
Parke, Bristow~ Nifenecker, and Clavson1 , in order to 
impress the point that quality should not be sacrificed for 
speed in writing make the following statements: 
1. We should learn to write with sufficient 
speed to suit our own purposes for writing. 
2. VIe should mainte.in leg1bili ty. 
3. We should write no faster than legible 
writing can be produced. 
The same authors sta.te2 11 A serious impediment to good 
handwriting is the distorted notions of most adults that all 
writing situations demand speed. They tend to justify 
poor handwriting because it has been written fast. They 
should train themselves to control their speed of writing 
and be able to change it to meet demands of various writing 
experiences.~ 
In reference to the speed of handwriting, Hildreth3 
states, 11How rapidly does one need to write as a child and 
as an adult to satisfy all practical requirements? There 
are a number of norms for styles but relatively little 
--- ~Parke, M;-~t E., Bristow, \V1111am H., N1fenecker, 
Eugene A., and Clavson, Andrew G .. , Jr .. , !!!!ctices and 
Problems in Handwriti~. Educational ResearCELBu!letln ot the 
BUreau of:Reteren~Research and statistics. Board ot Edu-
cation of the City ~f New York, Sept., 1947, Number 9. 
2 Ibid Page 89 
3H1ldreth, Gertrude, "Should Manuscript Writing Be 
@ont1nued 1n the Upper Grades? 11 , ~~~!! ~.£! i.2urn!!, 
June 1945, p. 87, Pp. 85-93.~ 
scientific evidence as to the requirements for speed in our 
daily life, utilitarian writing. Does there come a time 
when legibility must be sacrificed for _speed? Does not the 
advantage of greater legibility outweigh the factor of speed, 
at least through the junior high school period? From the 
standpoint of psychology of learning---speed is a function 
ot mastery. This is true of ~eed typing and reading. Speed 
of writing is a skill that comes automatized through steady 
practice. Speed is a function of age. No matter what style 
of writing is used, the older chJ.ld writes faster than the 
Both specialists and classroom teachers advocate change 
to cursive writing on the basis that manuscript writing is 
much slower than cursive writing, with scant evidence to 
support their position. The adult who habitually uses the 
manuscript style of writing appears to be a normally fast 
writer; some are even rapid writers. 
In an article, Hildreth1 relates that teachers at an 
educational institute were in disagreement on the matter of 
speed so they conducted a timed writing contest. There was 
a wide range in the speed with which they wrote. The average 
speeds of habi tua~ manuscript an.d cursive writers was practi-
cally the same; all but two of the manuscript writers ad not 
learned to use the manuscript style until reaching adult 
life .. 61 
Lewry1 states, "It is interesting to note that during 
the war all radio operators had to copy their code messages 
in print, that is, in manuscript writing capitals. A radio 
operator could copy a code message (five unrelated characters 
to a 'rord) in this print writing at a speed of twenty-four 
words a minute or two letters a second---much taster than 
most ot us write script .. 11 
The writer received a letter from Miss Edith u. Conard 
in which she said, 18I kept track of the speed ot adulils 
learning manuscript writing during summer classes---one hour 
a daY for a period ot three weeks.. Tests were made once a 
week.. In the three weeks time, adults increased their speed 
roughly about fifty letters per minute.. You will find that 
many department stores require that clerks write slips in 
either manuscript or print from; and they all write at a 
good speeda 11 
Other research concerning S,Peed of handwriting mentions 
the following: 
Goetsch2 :round, 11 Speed of handwriting in the inter-
mediate grades is not affected by the type of handwriting 
instruction given in the lower grades. 11 
:t-'tewry, 1\IIa.rlon E .. , 11 Improv1ng Manuscrtpt Writing in 
Primary Grades 11 , Elementary School Journal, M.ay 194?, P.,508 .. 
2 Goetsch, w:-R:-;-lfiiini 'Effect 'Of-Early He.ndwri ting In-
struction", Elementary School Journal, Dec. 1935, 36:290-298. 
--~~~----- ~~~ 
Rom.an1states, 11It is s. fact that puberty gives a 
special impetus to writing speed , while further develop-
ment of speed terminates with sexual maturation .. " 
With regard to speed in the grades 9 Gray2 found that 
speed improves more from the second to the fifth grades 
than from the fifth to the eig~th. Girls are slightly 
superior in speed and quality. 11 
From tests given year after year in the Bronxville 
Public Schools, Beaty3 concludes 9 11The average speed of the 
manuscript writing and cursive writing is almost identical .. •• 
A. Freeman- found from. a survey that first grade pupils 
write less than half as fast as eighth grade ..... Motor 
ability changes with age. 
A speed standard is mentioned in the Third Y~arbook5: 
11 The Reasonable standard speed at the end of the sixth 
grade is the medium rate of seventy letters per minute .. " 
~-------------------1 . Roman, Klara c .. ~ II studies on the Variabi11 ty of Writing'. 
Speed and Point Pressure in School Children••, Ped., Sem., and J" , 
~-~ -Psy~oloSl, Sept. 1936, 49: 139-160., 
2 Gray, T .. C .. , 11 The Training of Judgment in the Use of the 
Ayers Scale :for Handwri t1ng 11 , Journa_± ~ ~ .. ;fsychology 5 
Vol., 6, Pp .. 85-98., 
3 Beaty, W, w .. , 11 .Manuscr1pt Writing an E:ffecti ve Tool. :for 
Adult Life 11 , !atio!!.§: _§££.ools, Sept, 1936, Vo1 .. ,18, Pp .. 3Q-32., 
4 Freeman, F.N., The Psycholo of the Common Branches, 
Houghton-Mifflin Co .. , '1'30Ston-;opy.. sn,Pp.6-'33-;- ---
5 Third Yearbook, Dep' t of Superintendents NEA, Washing-
ton 1925, c. VI Pp .. 215-216 .. 
1 Eady conducted a study on thirty-two members of a col-
lege class to determine with what accuracy, speed, ease of 
performance and attitude of the learner could adultslearn 
a new kind of writing. The subjects received eight weeks 
of training in both cursive and manuscript handwriting. One 
week of drill was given on cursive writing followed by ten 
fifteen minute drills and a study of the oral letters, capi-
tal stem letters and loop letters. On manuscript writing 
the alphabet was introduced and one week was spent on the 
blackboard studying letter formation, strokes, spacing, 
slant, and alignment. The remainder of the time was spent 
on individual help. Tests were given at the beginning and 
after four weeks. The results with regard to speed were 
that the subjects progressed more in speed during the first 
three weeks of traintng than they did in the same number of 
practice periods in cursive writing. The majority of the 
subjects reached a higher degree of efficiency both in 
quality and speed in manuscript writing than they did using 
the cursive style. 
·-----------------1Eady, William V., "A Comparative Study of Learning 
in Manuscript and Cursive Writing", Master's Thesis, East 
Texas S tate Teachers College, 1937. 
Wise1 states, 110ne reason why speed appears to come 
more naturally to manuscript writing is probably that words 
with separate letters are more suitable for rythmic purposes 
than words w1 th joined letters., 18 
In their work on experimental comparisons of print script 
and cursive writing, Gates and Brown2 found: 
1. A definite gain in speed of manuscript writing 
could be made but tha* gain came hard., 
2. In grades 1-6, children develop rapidly from the 
beginning in speed with manuscript writing but 
are unable to make substantial gains with cursive 
writing for the first one and one-half months. 
Hildreth3 made a study at the eighth grade level con-
cerning the comparative speed of joined and unjoined writing 
strokes. She concludes, "Because of the analogy between 
the task of making joined and unjoined strokes respectively, 
the latter may be assumed to be as rapid as, if not more 
rapid than cursive writing, provided amounts of practice and 
instructional emphasis are the same .. 11 
--:r Wise, Marjorie,=;M~uscript Writing61 , !rogressiv! 
Education, June 1928, 5:108-110,. 
~tes, Arthur I., Brown, Helen, 11 Experimental Com-
parisons of Print script and Cursive Wri ting11 , ~.!:!!!! ,2!: 
Educational Research, January 1929, 20:1-14 .. 3 - _ ....... ____ ~ 
. Hildreth, Gertrude, "Comparative Speed of Joined and 
' Unjoined Writing StrokesBD 11 Journ~ _2! ~cational ~zghology, 
February 1945, 36: 91-102. 
L 
·' 
Conard and Offe~nan1 made a study at the adult level 
of thirty-nine members of a class testing speed and quality 
of manuscript handwriting. They conclude that all improved 
in both speed and quality of handwriting. 
LEGIBILITY 
Helen A. Anderson2, handwriting teacher of the OaiDnont, 
Pennsylvania Schools, states, 11 Handwriting is a tool needed 
in a greater or less degree by all, and it is important that 
all attain sufficient skill 1n 1t to use it efficiently. 
The ability to write easily, legibly and rapidly is a real 
asset and a valuable accomplishment throughout 11fe.u 
The goals in handwriting must constantly be kept in 
mind and frequently analyzed. The first and most important 
is legibility, and should be emphasized all through a person's 
writing career. 
Conard3states, 11All teachers who have used and studied 
manuscript writing feel strongly that it is of value because 
of its 1egib11i ty and beauty., 11 
1 Conard, EdithU., Offerman, ElizabethJ .. , 11 A Test of 
Speed and Quality in Manuscript Writing as Learned By Adults 11 
31: 449-467, 1!!.2E-.!!12 .Q:?ll~~ ,!!!co~, Feb. 1930, p., 467 .. 
2 Anderson, Helen A .. , 11Handwrit1ng To Meet School and 
Life Needs11 , ~.!?-! Educ~, :May 1946, Vol., 51, p .. 17. 
3 Conard, Edith U. , Data on Manuscript Wri i~n~ For 
Parents and Teachers, A .. N:Pal.mf:h:·-'007-;New!orlt 3 ;:Pp. 5-10.,, 
.,...,....==--- -- ----
In another publication, Edith Conard1 states, ~tUn­
necessary curves, loops, flourishes, and long Joining strokes 
are omitted; therefore, the results of the manuscript style 
of wr1 ting are more legible than curs! ve writing., te 
Hildreth2 claims, "If the manuscript style of handwriting! 
is continued long enough for children to gain full advantage 
from it, it will never be discontinued., There is considerable, 
evidence that, with adequate attention to manuscript writing 
in the upper grades, it, on the whole is much superior to 
cursive writing in legibility .. 11 
From a survey Freeman3 found that supervisors of school 
systems stated that the manuscript style of handwriting 
was more legible than the cursive style.," 
4 Conard states, 11Manuscript writing is as easy to read 
as typwriting, and is much easier on the eyes than cursive 
Writing.," 
----------------------1 Conard, Edith u., Trends in Manuscri t Writi 
Bureau of Publications, Tiacfiers~o!Iig:e; 
New York City, 1936, Pp., 1-3., 
ll 
varsity 
2 Hildreth, Gertrude, 1' S.hould Manuscript Wr1 ting Be 
Continued in the Upper Grades? 11 , Ele. School Journal, 
June 1945, Pp., 85-93., -- -- ---
3 Freema.'l1, Frank N .. , nEvaluat1on of Manuscript Writing", ' 
Elementary School Journal, February 1936, 36: 446-455 .. 
~---~- .......,._ __ ----
4 Conard, Edith Ul, Manuscr1;et !!'.:!.!!~ Ha,!1_g.}:?.2,g!, 
A., N., Palmer Company, New York, N.,Y$ 9 Pp$ 3-ll .. 
Under claims for the manuscript style of handwriting, 
1 
Howard lists: 
1. Ease and legibilitY from the start. 
2. superior because of legibility and beauty. 
3.. Legible letters form a basis for cursive 
change if desired. 
In an article, The Relative Merits of cursive and 
2 
Manuscript Wr1 ting, Voorhis states, 11 Manusoript writing 
is more legible, is more pleasing to read and the neatness 
and legibility of style have a definite transfer to other 
written work .. " 
3 
Reeder states, ••The universal testimony of the teachers 
of the Horace Mann School is to the effect that the 
ohildren•s first attempts are more legible and more satis-
fying to both them and t;heir teachers .. 1' 
Slant, alignment and the other characteristics should 
4 
receive attention claims Quant, not as important outcomes 
in themselves, but because they contribute to improved 
legibility of the handwriting .. " 
__ "T: __ _ 
Howard, Margarette E .. , 11 The eiase for Manuscript 
Writing.u, Elementary English Review, May 1947, 14:177-178. 
2 Voorhts, Thelma, 11Th;-Relative Merits of Cursive a.nd , 
Ma.nuscript Wri ting11 , Bureau of l?ublications, Teachers College,; 
Columbia University for Lincoln School of Teachers College •31 
3 Reeder, Edwin Hl, "An Experiment with Manuscript 
Wr1 t1ng in the riore..ce Mann School 11 , Teach!!~ ,2.211~ !1~~ord, 
November 1926, 28: 255-260. 
4 Q,u~mt, L., "Factors Affecting the Leg1b.111 ty o:r Hand-
wri t.1ng11 ,i!?u!'n.!. ~· !?!E!. !~ ~ J1.me 19.46, l?p.. 297-316 •.. 
Cole1says, 11 The only ori terion of a pupil• s \vork is 
legibility" II 
In regard to legib111 ty, West2states, '1It is remarkable 
how the major emphasis has shifted in recent years toward 
legibility; in fact there are many now consider.ing this 
criterion alone as a basis of gradtng and promotion. It is 
probably that the influence of the Ayers Scale, which was 
based on legibility alone, has been very marked in effecting 
this ohe.nge., 11 
The following claims for manuscript handwriting were 
listed by Howard~ 
1., Ease and legibility from the beginning. 
2. superior because of legibility and beauty. 
011 ve Turner4 , in her experiment with the compare.tive 
legibility of cursive and manuscript writing concluded that 
the manuscript style had a significant margin of superiority 
as compared with curs! ve writing .. 11 
---lc;le-;=L~lla: 11Heresy in Hand11vriting11 , §±.!.!!!nt~ry 
School Journal, June 1946 9 Pp. 606-618. 
---2 ;;~t-:-Paul v .. , 81 Chang1ng Practice in Handwriting 
Instruction 11 , Educational Research Monograph, Public School 
Publishing Compan~ ~!oomingtofi;~l~Ifiois7~:59-70. 
3 Howard, Margarette, E .. , "The Ce.se for M.:?.nuscript 
\friting 11 , ~=~~!1 §!}E;lish Review, May 1947, 14: 177-178., 
4 Turner, Olive, 11 The Comparative Legibility and Speed 
of Manuscript Writing .. 11 Elementary School Journal, 
June 1930, 30: 780-786. ---------- ----- -------
EASE OF LEARNING 
Research seems to indicate that the manuscript style 
of handwriting is easily learned both at the primary and 
at the adult level. Authorities claim that ease of learnlng 
is one of the principle advantages of this type of hand-
writing .. 
Marion Lewry; in her article on improving manuscript 
writing, states, 11:Manuscript writing has been recommended 
for the primary grades because of its legibility~ simpli-
city of learning, and similarity to the printed forms in 
books.. Some enthusiasts believe that children in the 
primary grades can write faster with manuscript than \dth 
scrtpt. 11 
Many authors claim2 that the unjoined manuscript style 
of handwriting is most simple, easiest to learn and most 
legible. 
1 
Lewry, Marion, 11Im.proving Manuscript Writing in the 
Primary Grades 11 , Ele~B~.l 1.£..~2.± !l~£n!!, May 1947, 
Pp .. 508-515 .. 
2parke~ Margaret B., Bristow, William Hl, Nifenecker, 
Eugene A .. , Clavson, Andrew G .. Jr .. , Practices and Problems 
in Handwriting, Educational Researc15.1:3u'II'e"HP..-O? tne-Bui'eau 
of ~ference~-Research and Statistics. Board of Education 
of the City of New York, September 1947, Number 9. 
Edith Conard1states,"All teachers who have used and 
stud.1ed,manuscr1pt writing feel very strongly that it is 
of value because the beginning alphabet of capitals, based 
on simple straight lines and circles of the early Roman 
' form, is easy for children to learn una. to execute. The 
alphabet is also easy for c~-:tldren to read as it is similar 
to the print form in their primers. The chlld also has a 
feeling of satisfaction with h1s result.. He can write 
w.:t thout previous drill on form or m.ovement .. 11 
Tb~ se.me author2 claims that the manuscript form of 
handwriting is ee.sier to learn because let!llers are made 
separately, the pencil is lifted before going to the next 
stroke... TW.s lessens fatigue of imme.ture muscles., 11 
Some authorities3 say that manuscript writing reduces 
many of the difficulties that are encountered by the left-
handed person doing cursive writing; 
1 .. ' Position of body se.me as right hander .. 
2.. Letters are easier to form. 
3 .. Paper doesn 1 t have to be turned so that the lower 
edge is at right angles to the arm being used .. 
----:L·co;;:;.a..: E~_tth Ul, ~!!~~-~!! ~an~!crtpt _!rit~!}~ Fo! Pa.!!!!.!i! 
and Teachers, A. N .. Palmer Co., New Yo~-x93~, Pp.-ro-1~ 
------- l 
2IbidP., 12. 
3 Parke, Margaret B., Bristow, William H .. , Nifenecker, 
Eugene p..., Clavson, Andrew G .. Jr., ~ract1~ ~nd !:rob_±~! 
1n Handwriting. Educational Researc~lletin of the Bureau 
Of Reference,-research and statistics.. Board of Education 
of the City of New York, September 1947, Number 9. 
Conard1 states, 11l\Jie.nuscr1pt writing is easy to learn; 
satisfa.ctory results are obtained by both children and adults.: 
This may be due in large part to the direction of movement 
of strokes, simple letter formations, and uniformity in size 
of the letters. Progress seems to be rapid and the skill can 
be acquired at any stage of maturity. The manuscript style 
of writing is advantageous to children in that only one form 
of letters has to be learned for reading, since the print 
form and the written form are similar. 11 
In regard to ease of learning, Conard2 claims that since 
young children have a short interest span and early become 
discouraged in any learning which requires continuous 
practice, the manuscript style of writing fits more readily 
into their requirements because it is more legible and more 
easily and quickly learned than any other type of writing. 
Freeman3 says, uA few tests and experiments have been 
made to evaluate the manuscript style of handwriting in 
comparison with cursive writing. These tests do not indi-
cate that manuscript writing is to be preferred in the upper 
grades but they have brought to light certain advantages in 
the first grade or two. The three chief advantages are: 
---IC~ard., Edlth Ul, Trends in Manuscript Wri t1!!._g,Bureau 
of Publications Teachers College-;-aol.umOla u-;-·NYC-;-l"936,P .. 23., 
2 Conard, Edith u .. , II Growth of Manuscript Wri ttng11 , 
Childhood Education, January 1935, 11:1?0-174~ 
------- ----3 Freeman, F .. N .. , ~_!nt to ~,!'1P.ji .Q~p~dium, Zaner-
Blozer Co., 1936. 
Conard1 , in her handbook,states, 11 Children like manu-
script he.ndwr1 ting. Many call it bo;v's handwriting.. Child-
ren feel it is easy to learn. They s~.y it is easier, 
plainer~ neater and prettier than other writing.. Manuscript 
writing is easier to learn because it eliminates extra 
curves and unneces.sary joinings.. Manuscript, writing can 
be learned quickly by the child if he is old enough to 
express his ideas in writing. It can be learned very 
rapidly by adults with lt ttle pre.ctice .. 11 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF PROCEDURE 
~r2E!!!= To teach the manuscript style of handwriting 
to sixty-five selected college students who had be using 
the cursive style of handwrittng exclusively since grade 
two. 
Arrangements were made to test a group of juntors, 
seniors, and graduate students enrolled in a Language Arts 
program at Boston Universtty. A special effort was made to 
discover, and to el1min8te from the group all subjects who 
had previously received formal instruct1on in the manuscript 
style of handwriting other than in the first two years of 
elementary school. Subjects who had adopted manuscript 
writing for personal use were also eliminated from the study. 
As a result of the elimination, the final group tested con-
sisted of sixty-five subjects who had been using tl~ cursive 
style of handwriting since grade twoe 
The subjects were given two periods of formal instruc-
tion in the manuscript style of handwriting. During the 
periods of instruction, letter formation, slant~ size, 
spacing, packing and regularity of alignment were emphasized. 
Although not compulsory, each individual was asked to use 
the manuscript style of handwriting, rather than the cursive 
style,to meet his daily needs for writing .. 
On September 23, 1952 three tests to provide in1x1al 
measurement data for this research were administered. Each 
test was of three minutes durat1on;and. a period of' relaxa-
tion was allowed between each testing period. 
1.. The sentence, 11 Do you use cursive or manuscript 
writing? 11 , was copied using the best curs! ve style 
of' handwriting .. 
2. The sentence, 11 Do you use curs! ve or manuscript 
writing? 11 , was copied using the most rapid cursive 
style of' handwriting while maintaining good legi-
bility .. 
3. The words to the song$ 11America 11 by samuel Francis 
Smith were written using the manuscript style of' 
wri tinge 
On January 8, 1953, two tests to provide final measure-
lnent data for this research were administered., Each test 
was of three minutes duration; and a period of relaxation 
was allowed between each testing period. 
1. The statement, liThe quick brown fox Jumps over the 
lazy dog. 11 tlfas written using the manuscr.ipt style 
of handwr.1 ting. 
2.. The statement, 11 The quick brown fox jumps over the 
lazy dog .. 11 , was wr1 tten using the most rapid 
manuscript style of handwriting while maintaining 
good legibility., 
In order to measure the quality of' the cursive style of 
handwriting, the Ayers1scale, 1'Gettysburg Ed1t1onu,was used., 
The ¢onard2Manuscr1pt Writing Standards--Pen and Pencil 
Forms by Edith u .. Conard were used to measure the quality 
of the manuscript style of handwriting. This scale was made 
up of standards from 5,000 copies of manuscript writ1ng .. The 
samples are spread out in steps showing development of form~ 
size, spacing of letters, and words, quality of line and 
legibility as a whole. 
The Conard scale consisted of twenty-two samples of 
both pen and pencil forms of hs.ndwriting, whereas the Ayers 
scale was made up of only eight samples ranging in value 
from 20,for the poorest sample, to 90 for the sample of the 
the best quality.. Therefore, in order to make the Conard 
----y-----·-.,---
Ayers, Leonard p e' ID:Measur1ng Sce.le for Handwri t1ng 11 :!1 
Russell Sage Foundation, 130 East 22nd Street., New York 10, 
New York. 
2 Conard, Ed1 th u .. , "Conard 11s.nuscript Standards", 
Bureau of Publications, Tee.chers College, Columbia Un1versi ty, · 
New Yorlt 01 ty, New York. 
Scale compare in values with the Ayers Scale, it was neces-
sary to choose, considering all aspects of good quality, 
eight samples from. the Conard pen and pencil forms and assign 
to these samples numerical values ranging from 20for the 
poorest sample, to 90 for the sample having the best quality. 
RULES FOR JUDGING QUALITY OF HANDWRITING 
In judging handwriting~ the most important factor is 
legibility or readability~ The letter forms should be simple 
and disttnct. Each characteristic of the letter form should 
be noted. The letters should be compact so that each word 
sta~ds out by itself as a unit. The person who is Judging 
a sample should keep in m:tnd the age and experience of the 
writer. The letters should be uniform both in shape and 
slant, and the writing should be so arranged on the page so 
that there is good spacing of words, and letters. Differ-
ences in style due to individuality should be disregarded 
as much as possible and a 9ua3±~l should be found on the 
measurement scale which most closely corresponds with that 
on the sample. 
1.. The samples for this ·study were judged by the 
writer and by a second party to eliminate bias in 
judgment and to improve accuracy. 
2. The values of the two judgments were avere~ed and 
considered final., 
3. C~itical ratios were computed for both the manu-
script and cursive styles of handwriting on the 
basis of speed and of quality to determine the 
favor of one over the other. A critical ratio 
of 2.576 or better was considered to be signifi-
cant. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
It was the purpose of this study to compare the 
manuscript style of hand\!fri t1ng and the cursive style of 
handwriting of sixty-five selected college students who 
had been using the cursive style of handwriting since grade 
two. These students had been practicing the manuscript 
style of writing for at least five minutes a day during 
a fifteen week period. The data were analysed to determine: 
1., The speed of the cursive style of handwriting. 
2. The quality of the cursive style ot handwriting. 
3 .. The speed of the manuscript style of handwriting., 
4. The quality of the manuscript style of handwriting. 
5., The comparison of the speed and quality of 
cursive and manuscript handwriting. 
TABLE I 
Analysis of' the Best Cursive Writing of Sixty f'tve 
College students, september 1952 
-------------------
Mean 
.S .. D .. 
107 .. 46 
17 .. 80 
53.,72 
The above table indicates th;;~t, using their best cur-
sive writing, the mean rate of' speed is 107.,46 letters 
per minute and the standard deviation from the mean is 
17.80., The quality of writing at the stated mean rate 
of speed is 53.72 with a standard deviation of 10 .. 95 
from the mean quality rat.ing .. 
TABLE II 
Analysis of' Speeded Cursive Writing of Sixty-five 
College Students, September 1952e 
==~~~-------,====-=-~--=--==~== 
- LETTERSPER lrttNUTE -AYERS QUALITY SCALr-
------------------------ ' ;~:;;;:;;;;;;;.._ 
Mean 145 .. 23 44.,77 
s .. D .. 20 .. 95 11 .. 94 
------------------------------------·--------
The rate of speed, as indicated in the above t~ble, 
for speeded cursive writing, is 145.,23 letters per min-
ute.. The standard deviation from. the mean is 20.,95., 
The quality rating at; the mean of speed is 44 .. 77 with 
a ste.ndard deviation of' 11 .. 94 from the mean .. 
TABLE III 
Analysis of the Manuscript Wr~ting of Sixty-five Oo11ege 




55 .. 58 
13 .. 95 
The above table indicates that the mean rate of speed for 
manuscript writing after only two periods of instruction is 
65.15 letters per minute, and the standard deviation from 
the mean is 25.30.. The quality rating at this mean rate of 
speed is 55.58 with a standard deviation of 13.95 .. 
TABLE IV 
Analysis of the Best Manuscript Writing of Sixty-five 
College Students , January 1953. 
Mean 68.31 
17 .. 50 
69.78 
-----~----------~---·-----........... ..-.....------
The above table indicates that, using their best manu-
script writing, the mean rate of speed was 68.31 letters 
per minute and the standard deviation was 17.50.. The quali-
ty of writing at the mean rate of speed was 69.78 with a 
deviation from the mean of 9.,66. 
TABLE V 
Analysis of the Speeded Manuscript Writing of Sixty-five 
Co1lge Students, January 1953. 
--.............. mdic:i:;Jii:-----------------~----·----------------~ 
The above table indicates that, using their most rapid 
manuscript handwriting, the mean rate of speed was 115.38 
letters per minute with a standard deviation trom the mean 
ot 18.30. The quality rating at this mean rate of speed 
was 58.60 with a standard deviation of 9.03. 
I 
TABLE VI 
A Comparison of the Cursive Style of Writing with the Ini-
tial Attempt to use the Manuscript Style of Writing, on the 





Sll:Dif:f' C .. R., 
42.31 3.86 10.961' 
Manuscript 65 65.15 25 .. 30 3.16 
Cursive 65 107 .. 46 17.80 
;~--- -----~---------~----------------~----·~----~--- -I A difference of 42.31 between the two means, as seen in 
the above table, yields a critical ratio of 10.961 which is 
statistically significant in favor of the cursive style of 
h.andwri ting. 
TABLE VII 
A Comparison of the Cursive Style of Writing with the Ini-
tial Attempt to use the Manuscript style of Writing, on the 




55.58 13.95 1.,74 
--------·-----.. -- ·-----------·-----' 
The above table indicates a difference between the two 
means of 1 .. 86. This difference yields a critical ratio of 
.,838 which is insignificant, but in favor of manuscript 
writing even though this is the result of only two periods 
of instruction., 
TABLE VIII 
A Comparison of' the Manuscript Style of' Writing from sep-
tember 1952 to January 1953, on the Basis ot· Speed .. 
_______ G_!_~~-u_p ___ N_o_,!_ ___ M_e_a_n __ s__ .. _D...;.• __ s_ .. ~-~.__D_i_f'_!__• -~~!!. C., R .. , 
Manuscript 65 65 .. 15 25.30 3.,16 
(September) 50 .. 23 
Manuscript 65 115 .. 38 18 .. 30 2 .. 29 (:,an.uary) 
------------------·---·---------
The difference between the two means as seen in the above 
table is 50.23.. This difference yields a critical ratio of 
12.846 which is statistically significant. This critical 
ratio indicates that adults can learn the manuscript style of 
Writing and can increase their speed very rapidly in a very 
short period of' time. 
TABLE IX 
A Comparison of' the Manuscript Style of Writing from Sep-
tember 1952 to January 1953 11 on the Basis of Quality .. 
----·---------------- ·-===:-------· - - ~ ---- ·-~---· ---------' Group 
Manuscript (September) 
65 58.,60 
S.,D .. S .. E.M 
lJan~ursi ve 
~-----~--~---=--------~-------=-·----------------
An examination of the above table indicates a difference · 
between the two means of only 3.,02. This difference yields 
a critical ratio of' 1.452 which is not significantly valuable · 
on the basis of quality improvement. The quality rating 
remained relatively the same. 
TABLE X 
A Comparison of the Best Manuscript Writing with the Best 
Cursive Writing on the Basis of Speed. (January) 
·---~-----------~---------- --~--..,.._.~~,' 
Group No. Mean s.n s.~ Diff' !_:Ediff. c .. ~~ 
• 
--
--~~-----65 68.,31 17.50 2 .. 19 Manuscript 
39.15 3.,12 12.,548 
Cursive 65 107.,46 17.80 2.,23 
--- ------~ 
The above table indicates a difference of' 29.,15 between 
the two mean scores. This difference yields a critical ratio 
of' 12.,548 which is statistically significant in favor of the 
cursive style of' writing .. 
TABLE XI 
A Comparison of' the Best Manuscript Writing with the Best 
Cursive Writing on the Basis of Quality., (January) 
----~--------------------------------~--------------------
- - .. ---------"""""--; Group No., 




An examination of the above table indicates a difference 
of' 16.06 between the two means.. This difference gives a 
critical ratio of' 8.,776 which is statistically significant 
in favor of the ma~uscript style of writing., 
TABLE XII 
A Comparison of the Rapid Manuscript Writing with the ~apid 
Cursive Writing on the Basis of Speed. {January) , 
--- --- ---
---- --- -------------............. : Group Noo Mean S.D. a .. ~ Ditf S.EDiff C,.Ro 
---
~-~~ 
Manuscript 65 115.38 18.30 2.29 
29o85 3.48 8.578 
Cursive 65 145 .. 23 20.95 2.62 
~----- -- ~-.....,.,.-- --
The difference between the two means as seen in the above 
table is 29 .. 85. This difference yields a critical ratio of 
8.578 which is statistically significant in favor of the 
cursive style of writing. 
TABLE XIII 
A Comparison of the Rapid Manuscript Writing with the Rapid 
Cursive Writing on the Basis ofQuality {January) 
' : 
'---------------------------------------------------------~-1 
-- - - ~ == ,,Group No .. Mean S .. D .. a.~ Diff S .. Eoitt 
-- -----
C .. R.a-, 
Manuscript 65 58.60 9.03 1.13 
130 83 1,.87 7.395 





The above table indicates a difference between the two 
means of 13.83. This difference pields a critical ratio of 
7.,395 which is statistically significant in favor of the 
manuscript style of handwriting on the basis of quality, 
even though this is speeded writing .. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It was the purpose of this study to teach the manuscript 
style of handwriting to sixty-five selected college students 
who had been using the cursive style of handwriting exclu-
sively since grade two. After fifteen weeks of practice 
and a very limited period of instruction, the manuscript and 
cursive handwriting of these students were compared on the 
basis of speed and quality. The data were analyzed to 
determine: 
1. The speed of the cursive style of handwriting. 
2. The quality of the cursive style of handwriting. 
3. ~he quality of the manuscript style of handwriting. 
4. The speed of the manuscript style of handwriting. 
5. The compar.lson of the speed and quality of cursive 
and manuscript handwriting. 
6. Whether adults can learn the manuscript form of 
handwriting quickly and easily. 
7"' Whether the manuscript form of handwri t1ng is more 
legible than the cursive form. 
1~ In the initial comparison, the cursive style of nand-
writing was significantly superior to the manuscript 
style on the basis of speed as indicated by a critical 
ratio of 10.961. 
2. The initial comparison on the basis ot quality shows 
a slight superiority tor the manuscript style of 
writing even after only two periods of instruction 
and one week of practice. 
3. In comparing the manuscript type of writing over a 
practice period of fifteen weeks duration, it was found 
that the mean rate of speed increased from 65.15 
letters per minute to 115.38 letters per minute. This 
increase indicates that adults are able to learn the 
manuscript style of handwriting, and can increase 
their speed in a very short period of timeo 
4. In comparing the manuscript style of writing over a 
practice period of fifteen weeks duration on the basis 
of quality, the critical ratio of 1.452 was insignifi-
cant. However, it does indicate that the quality of 
the manuscript style improved but the amount of improve-
ment was not statistically significant. 
s. In January, the comparison of the unspeeded manuscript 
with the unspeeded cursive writing shows that the cursive: 
style was significantly superior to the manuscript style 
on the basis of speed as is indicated by a critical 
ratio of 12.548. 
6. In January, the comparison of the unspeeded manuscript 
and the unspeeded cursive writing on the basis ot 
quality shows that the manuscript style of writing 
was significantly superior to the cursive style. 
7. A comparison ot speeded manuscript and speeded cursive 
in January shows by a critical ratio of 8.578 that the 
cursive writing is significantly supe~ior to the manu-
script writing on the basis of speed. 
e. A comparison of speeded manuscript and speeded cursive 
in January, on the basis of quality showed by a critical 
ratio of 7.395 that the manuscript style was signifi-
cantly superior to the cursive style of handwriting. 
IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 
l. When handwriting is speeded, quality decreases. This 
is true of both manuscript and cursive writing. 
2. The quality of the cursive style of writing decreases 
more rapidly than does the quality of the manuscript 
style. 
3. Manuscript Writing seems to help to improve the quality 
ot the cursive style of writing. 
4. Since the mean rate of speed of manuscript writtng in-
creased from 65.15 letters per minute to 115.38 letters 
per minute over a period of fifteen weeks duration; 
and the speeded cursive rate of speed was 145.23, it 
would seem reasonable that if the -subjects had used 
the manuscript style of handwriting exclusively, their 
rate of speed might equal that of the cursive writing. 
5. Had manuscript been used exclusively from the early 
grades, a higher rate of speed might be possible at the 
adult level. 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
1. There was chance tor variation when samples were 
chosen from the Conard Manuscript Standards to make 
them compare in values w1 th the Ayers Scale 11 "Gettysburg 
Ed1 t1on .. 18 
2. There were no supervised periods of daily practice. 
CHAPTER.VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. To study handwriting styles and the opinion ot the 
business world on the most efficient type. 
2. A study to find out any changes that may take place 
in handwriting at the secondary and college level. 
3. To study the speed and legibility of manuscript and 
cursive writing on the college level using a greater 
number of cases. 
4. Further studies on the best methods of teaching 
handwriting. 
5. It is generally conceded that the manuscript style ot 
handwriting is best for grades l-3. Further study is 
needed to decide which is best in grades above. 
6. Develop more effective scales and standards for evalu-
ating handwriting. 
7. Conduct a study to determine the speed of handwriting~ 
that .shoulcl be expected to meet the ordinary demand 
for dB.ily living. 
a. study parental attitudes toward manuscript and cursive 
writing. 
APPENDIX 
A. Ayers Measuring Scale for Handwriting,NGettysburg 
Edi t1 on 19 • • •••••••••••••••• "" • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••• 
B. Conard Manuscript Writing Standards--Pam Forms •••• 
c. Conard Manuscript Writing Standards--Pencil Froms. 
D. samples of Best Cursive Writing at mean rate of 
speed of 107.46 letters per minute •••••••••••••••• 
E. samples of Best Speeded Cursive Writing at mean 
rate of speed of 145.23 letters per minute •••••••• 
F. samples of poorest Cursive Writing at mean rate 
of·speed of 107.46 letters per m1nute ••••• o•·····• 
G. Samples of poorest Cursive Writing at mean rate 
of speed of 145.23 letters per minute •••••••.••..• 
H. Samples of Best Manuscript Writing at mean rate 
of Speed of 65.15 letters per minute, after two 
periods of instruction •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I. Samples of Best Manuscript Writing at mean rate 
ot Speed of 115. 38 letters per minute, after 
final tes".t •. ........................••...........• 
J. Samples of Poorest Manuscript Writing at mean 
rate of speed of 65.15 letters per minute, after 
two periods of instruction ••.••••••••••••.••..•••• 
K.. samples of Poorest Manuscript Wri t.tng at mean 
rate of speed of 115.38 letters per minute, after 
final ta 8 t & Q 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 G o o 0 0 o 0 o G o o • 0 e 0 0 
L. Samples of Best Manuscript and Best Cursive, 
d.1.sregarMng speed •••... ..•. o •••••• o ••• ••••••••••• 
M. Samples of Poorest Manuscript and Poorest 
Cursive disregarding speed ........................ .. 
N. Tables showing the 1ndivids.ul rates of speed and 
quality ratings of both the manuscript and 
cursive styles of handwriting ..................... . 
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of four upper grades 
below each column. 
Average num-
ber of letters 
written per min-
ute and average 
quality of writ-
ing commonly 
found in grades 
from second to 
eighth. Number 
of letters per 
minute in the 
second grade is 
31, in the third 
44, in the fourth 
55, in the fifth 
64, in the sixth 
71, in the sev-
enth 76, and in 
the eighth 79. 
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1917, 1,000 copies 
1917, 10,000 copies 
1917, 15,000 copies 
1918, 20,000 copies 
1919, 20,000 copies 
1919, 20,000 copies 
1920, 20,000 copies 
1921, 24,000 copies 
1921, 22,000 copies 
1922, 20,000 copies 
1922, 25,000 copies 
1922, 25,000 copies 
1923, 35,000 copies 
1924, 35,000 copies 
1925, 35,000 copies 
1925, 50,000 copies 
1926, 50,000 copies 
1927, 50,000 copies 
1928, 50,000 copies 
1930, 30,000 copies 
1932, 25,000 copies 
1935, 20,000 copies 
1937, 15,000 copies 
1940, 10,000 copies 
1942, I 0,000 copies 
1945, 10,000 copies 
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Quality of writing. Columns represent per cent of pupils in each of four upper 
grades commonly found to have handwriting of qualities shown below each column. 
Printed in u. s. A. 
Rate of writing. C4umns represent per cent of pupils in e1 
commonly found to ...hite the number of letters per minute sl: 
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This scale for measuring the quality of handwriting is a revised 
edition of a scale first published in 1912 and subsequently reprinted 
12 times with a total of 62,000 copies. The purpose of the pres-
ent edition is to increase the reliability of measurements of hand-
writing through standardizing methods of securing and scoring 
samples, and through making numerous improvements in the scale 
itself designed to reduce variability in the results secured through 
its use. 
The present scale is usually referred to as the "Gettysburg 
Edition" because the opening sentences of Lincoln's Gettysburg 
Address are used. It is priced at ten cents for single copies, and 
in quantity at the rate of $9.00 per hundred and $75.00 per thousand 
copies. 
To se1e samples of handwriting the teacher should write on 
the board l first three sentences of Lincoln's Gettysburg Address 
and have ~ pupils read and copy until familiar with it. They 
should the:opy it, beginning at a given signal and writing for pre-
cisely two nutes. They should write in ink on ruled paper. The 
copy with 1 count of the letters is as follows: 
Four 4 se 9 and 12 seven 17 years 22 ago 25 our 28 fathers 35 brought 42 
forth 47 upo:1 this 55 continent 64 a 65 new 68 nation 74 conceived 83 in 85 
liberty 92 an5 dedicated 104 to 106 the 109 proposition 120 that 124 all127 men 
130 are 133 tted 140 equal 145. Now 148 we 150 are 153 engaged 160 in 162 
a 163 great 1tivil173 war 176 testing 183 whether 190 that 194 nation 200 or 202 
any 205 nati~ll so 213 conceived 222 and 225 so 227 dedicated 236 can 239long 
243 endure 2 We 251 are 254 met 257 on 259 a 260 great 265 battlefield 276 of 
278 that 282.r 285. 
To score samples slide each specimen along the scale until 
writing of the same quality is found. The number at the top of t1 
scale above this shows the value of the writing being measure 
Disregard differences in style, but try to find on the scale the quali 
corresponding with that of the sample being scored. With practit 
the scorer will develop the ability to recognize qualities more rapid 
and with increasing accuracy. If the scoring is done twice, tl 
results will be considerably more accurate than if done only one 
The procedure may be as follows: Score samples and distribu 
them in piles with all the 20's in one pile, all the 30's in anothE 
and so on. Mark these values on the backs of the papers, th1 
shuffie the samples and score them a second time. Finally mal 
careful decisions to overcome any disagreements in the two scorins 
Conard scale--Pen Forms 38 
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The qutck . brown fox jum~h over ktheb bz~ d qc 
' I . e que ~qw n .16 
JUm b.5 ove~ kthe \aZ:f+ do 
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1 Letters large, irregular in 
2 Better spacing but form still 
3 Better form, showing more 
4 More regular form, more 
5 Distinctive form. 
6 Good form, spacing and ........ n .. .o 
7 Good form, spacing and 
shows good motor control. 
8 Good form, spacing a~d arrang~ 
excellent motor control. Lett .. ,.cl 
9 Excellent, informal type of 
10 Excellent, formal type of older 
CONARD MANUSCRIPT WRITING ST ANDA 
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SeQ- ~en~. 
t ~heet ond ~ .Piow;ng sen, 
nd that t'o\\ows r~st. 
We. have do1\y exereses QT ~c 
+ho+ he\ p us to <;)tan& n the pro 
and +o make the bod; grow pr 
h We ought to do the exerc1~~':l ome. too. \Us the white and rusr\in9 ~C\' ., 
bendsthQ. gCA\lant m~st. 
8 
menco ~\n9\n~, ~ VQne4 c.aroh~ I.. hear, ' 
e.chan\c.s,each one.. &U"Yjlrlj h1~ o~ ,t shou \ci "+' u!-w had ~ ~ ~ tut'Rt, hAd £ 
more ~:eoch\'j, and o~ 
~, b,~ ~oun.tl ~ ~ .s.\nc:}\n~ h'\S a~ ·he.. me.Q.~ut'es h\s p'nn" 
~'"'3'"9 h\~ Q~ he mc1\t.a~ "Sld"i ~or wor\c • 
l:o ~ . b_;-;1 ~ \ili. U#. 
cbwru.oord. oru ~ ~.:,. Mr~ \\ore 
-do\e ~ ne.x\:, ~ hu. 
lo~ ~ LUkh no ~~J n ~'"9'"9 w~ be\~~~ -m h'm on \,,~ boat, 
5\"'9\~ on -\he steam bn+ deck, 
SAMPLES 
all uniform in size or shape. 
stroke. 
in writing. 
good, quality of stroke good. 
good, quality of stroke good. Also 
:ood, quality of stroke good. Shows 
of joined writing. 
HOW TO JUDGE HANDWRITING 
In judging any handwriting, the factor of first importance is legibility or readable· 
ness; that is, the letter forma should be simple, with no unnecessary parts, and they 
should be distinct, each letter form having ita chief characteristic definitely noted. 
The letters should be compact ao that the words stand out as units. 
The factor of second importance is the beauty of the handwriting. The form of 
the letters should be aa distinct as possible, considering age and experience of the writer. 
There should be good proportion in the letter forms, with no exaggerated strokes. 
The letters should be uniform and regular in . both shape and slant. The writing ' should 
be ao arranged on the page aa to secure good spacing of letters, of words, and of lines. 
The factor of third importance is character, which is influenced by the correct 
use of suitable tools. These, when rightly handled, give characteristic results. Facility 
and freedom in handling tools result in definite strokes and boldness of form. Indi-
viduality appears aa a result of characteristic strokes and form. 
DESCRIPTION 
These standards (see also chart for Pencil 
thousand samples of Manuscript Writing. They 
progress in development of form, size, spacing of 
line, and arrangement on the page as a: ;whole. 
facility of movement, and proper use of tool 
samples. The pen forms range from beginning 
good ink work of a sixth grade child with two 
These standards -may be used to check progr,.•l 
year to year. Although grade placement was not 
be of interest to know that samples 1 and 2 are 
Grade 4; sample 5 from Grade 5; samples 6 to 8 
adult handwriting. 
A further description of the derivation of these 
College Record for 
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• II f 1 p~op\e. . \\a.sk , me., ...a.lwct.~s .Te. . tl'\e.m~ I'm J:;"om the, :snow +ha+- me IE 10 +h~ \Qlv1Te 1 
' 
foam, I le.ap, I donee ll);-th JOtj 
9,a.d It 
,, 
so.~. P~9p\e a.sk And down +-he. uolle.~ 






cocool'\ of sanB\nf} , 
the brooks uneven. bed 
10 
Meosur•nzj ouf mzt soul 1.-n.. a. m.ucu..ou..& 
threod; 
DLm.\~ now to the brook's 8reen. bot~orn, 
ch~·n.~, 
Men. behold fe a ~m spun. ou.t and. 
dead 
'-NDARDS 
'orms) have been selected from five 
r are spread out in steps showing 
: letters, words, and lines, quality of 
~er factors such as muscular control, 
re also considered in selecting theset 
ink work of a third grade child to 
older hands to bring upo the range 
~s during the year as well as fro 
considered in their selection, it may 
r om Grade 3; samples 3 and 4 from 
from Grade 6. Samples 9 and 10 are 
e standards is given in the Teachers 
Numerically the standards for both pencil and pen forma are baaed on a 100-point 
scale, consisting of, 20 steps of 5 points each. The ratine of pencil forms extends to 
point 60 on the scale, and the rating of pen forma begins at 50 and extends to 100. 
The pencil and pen forms therefore overlap between 50 and 60. 
Pen Pen 
Sample Score Sample Score 
' 1 SO+ to 55 6 , 75+ to 80 
2 55+ to 60 7 I 80+ to 85 
3 60+ to 65 8 1 85+ to 90 
4 65+ to 70 9 90+ to 95 
5 70+ to 75 10 95+ to 100 
To score any paper find among the standards above the sample to which it most 
closely corresponds both in quality and in description. If there are alight variations, 
score within the 5 points. In most cases it will simplify the sc;,ring if the mid-point of 
the interval is used. For example, for sample 2 (pen) US!J the score 57, and so on. 
t_ 
1he-air was h lled 
with phantDrns, wan-
cleri~ hither and 
thither in resrless 
ha.sre, and moan119 
as th~ ) Wet\:t. ~ 
Oic.ke.ns 
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DESCRIPTION OF PENCIL SAMPLES 
An attempt at writing but forms unrecognizable, letters scattered and irregular, 
Letter forms recognizable but spread all over page. 
Forms distinct, letters in word units. 
Forma distinct, letters in word units and more regular in size. 
Forms distinct, letters in word units, more uniform in size; greater ease in 
making strokes. 
Better form, closer spacing, and letters smaller in size. 
Letters smaller in size. Shows greater control. 
Shows more fluency and ease in writing. 
Greater control, beginning to show distinctive hand. 
Greater control, Leginning to show distinctive hand. 
Slant uniform; spacing, form, evenness on line all good; and arrangement 
good. 
Slant uniform; spacing, form, evenness on line all good; and arrangement 
good. Smaller size. 
3 
we rnoJG 
app\e Je 1\ ~· 
9 \ 
rnq me Q Sqn , V ~ 
.. ~~n~ndf ~;;;J ss ~~ T5rees~ Of Mls~.nds WJ as~ ~· po n 1 s h a 1 n 1 h 1 c ~ 
I;IOW TO JUDGE HANDWRITING 
In judging any handwriting, the factor of first importance is legibility or readable· 
ness; that is, the letter forms should be simple, with no unnecessary parts, and they 
should be distinct, each letter form having its cl;tief characteristic definitely noted. 
The letters should be compact so that the words stand out as units. 
The factor of second importance is the beauty of the handwriting, The form of 
the letters should be as distinct as possible, considering age and experience of the writer. 
There should be good proportion in the letter forms, with no exaggerated- strokes, 
The letters should be uniform and regular in both shape and slant. The writing should 
be so arranged on the page as to secure good spacing of letters, of words, and of lines. 
The factor of third importance is character, which is influenced by the correct 
use of suitable tools. These, when rightly handled, give characteristic results. Facility 
and freedom in handling tools result in definite strokes and boldness of form. Indi-
viduality appears as a result of characteristic strokes and form. 
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We JVlonda..y. Tuesda.]' 
Fr,day. SaJurda.y• 
lhc_h R\gri\rTJ'J 1 \~ ~ tl.l.f' co. I \e. a . ·\he:. 
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DESCRIPTION OF STANDARDS 
These standards (see also chart for Pen Forma) have been selected from five 
ouaand samples of Manuscript Writing. They are spread out in steps showing 
ogress in development of form, size, spacing of letters, words, and linea, quality of 
1e, and arrangement 'on the page as a whole. Other factors such as muscular control, 
cility of movement, and proper use of tool were also considered in selecting these 
mples. The pencil forms range from unrecognizable writing of a first grade child 
good writing of a fdurth grade child. 
These standards may be used to check progress during the year as well as from 
ar to year. Although grade placement was not considered in their selection, it may 
' of interest to know that samples 1 to 4 are from Grade 1; samples 5 to 7 from 
~ade 2; samples 8 to 10 from Grade 3; and samples 11 and 12 from Grade 4. 
A further description of the derivation of these standards is given in the Teachers 
,liege Record for April 1929. 
Numerically the standards for both pencil and pen forma are baaed on a 100-point 
scale, consisting of 20 steps of 5 points each. The rating of pencil forma extends to 
point 60 on the scale, and the rating of pen forms begins at 50 and extends to 100. 
The pencil and pen forma therefore overlap between 50 and 60. 
Pencil Pencil 
Sample Score Sample Score 
1 0- to 5 7 30+ to 35 
2 S+ to 10 8 35+ to 40 
3 10+ to 15 9 40+ to 45 
4 IS+ to 20 10 45+ to 50 
5 20+ to 25 11 SO+ to 55 
6 25+ to 30 12 SS+ to 60 
To score any paper find among the standards above the sample to which it most 
closely corresponds both in quality and in description. If there are alight variatiotls, 
score within the 5 points. In moat cases it will simplify the scoring if the mid-point • of 
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Or where he ~o&S +o, bu+ on he ~oes. 
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